This collaborative installation makes references to natural history and scientific collections, curiosity cabinets, the tradition of the wunderkammer, maquette theatre and pre--cinema optical devices. The title of the exhibition refers to the woodblock series Momoyagusa by Kamisaka Sekka. In three albums, consisting of sixty prints in total, Sekka depicted encounters between people, the seasons, everyday objects, and events. Employing a hybrid collection of visualizing technologies, A World of Things instigates an encounter between the viewer, imaging processes, and the things they depict.
List of Works (all works are for sale, price on application)

Some Useful Values, 2015
This series of 10 dioramas titled 'Some Useful Values' derives data from chemistry textbook. Each of the 10 dioramas presents a scene that incorporates a set of values denoted by powers of 10 using images of significance sourced from the public domain.
Diorama 01
10 to the power of --15 m, radius of proton; 10 to the power of --10 m, diameter of hydrogen atom This diorama presents animated views of 'the first direct observation of the orbital structure of an excited hydrogen atom, made using a newly developed "quantum microscope"' captured by Aneta Stodolna of the FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physic and her colleagues in 2013.
Diorama 02
10 to the power of --7 m, wavelength of visible light (5 x 10 --7 m) This diorama replicates Isaac Newton's experiments of 1671 in miniature, when he separated sunlight into a colour spectrum using a glass prism. The background image is an illustration drawn by Newton which was included in his letter to the Royal Society of 1 January 1671 when the colour spectrum was recombined back into white light using a lens and a second prism.
Diorama 03
10 to the power of --6 m, diameter of human blood corpuscle (7.5 x 10 --6 ) This scene stimulating a view inside a human blood vessel is created using 'a scanning electron microscope image of normal circulating human blood'. The scan was created by Bruce Wetzel and Harry Schaefer for the National Cancer Institute. The image description reads: 'One can see red blood cells, several white blood cells including lymphocytes, a monocyte, a neutrophil, and many small disc--shaped platelets, showing leukocytes, red blood cells and platelets.' This is human scale. It is interesting that the chemistry textbook has chosen these objects as examples. Thinking about these standards, modern architecture comes to mind. Walter Gropius is the standard man here and his Bauhaus building in Dessau is the standard modern building built with the standard brick.
Diorama 06
10 to the power of 1, length of cricket pitch (20 m) The image is a painting dated 1817 by an unknown artist. It shows view of Geneva's Plaine de Plainpalais with cricket players. The format of the box is of a simple diorama, also known as a perspective box. The image is separated into four pictorial planes digitally and installed evenly through the depth of the box. Diorama 07
to the power of 2, length of R.M.S Titanic (269 m), wavelength of radio waves (1 MHz 300 m)
The foreground and background of these dioramas are two photographs of icebergs that were suspected to have been responsible for the sinking of the Titanic. The background image is of an iceberg floating near the site of the disaster. The author of the image is unknown and the photograph is kept at the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration. The foreground image was taken by the chief steward of the liner Prinz Adalbert. It is titled How Large was the Iceberg that Sank the Titanic and archived at the Navigation Center, United States Coast Guard. The format of this box references the portable moving panorama popular from the late 17th to early 19th centuries. This box, however, only consists of a single rotating view rather than a scrolling painting controlled by two winders. Two images are on view: German cartographer Otto Krummel's map of the Mariana Trench from 1907, and an image taken by ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) instrument aboard NASA's Terra satellite. Krummel's map is believed to the first standalone map of the Mariana Trench, discovered in 1875. NASA's photograph shows glacier lakes in the Bhutan--Himalaya which are 'wasting at alarming and accelerating rates'. The background image was created by NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio and shows the Earth drained of water. . NASA's description reads, 'These satellites measure rainfall, solar irradiance, clouds, sea surface height, ocean salinity, and other aspects of the global environment. Together, they provide a picture of the Earth as a system.' The composite in the diorama captures human scale in relation to the celestial bodies closest to us by referring to shared memories and public imagination of our physical experiences of these places. Please Note: The images of the sun are negatives. To view them as positives with an iPhone or iPad, go to Settings/General/Accessibility and turn on 'Invert Colours'. Other devices have similar functions, such as camera setting 'Colour Effect --Negative'. Hand Gestures (9) can be changed into gifs using an app such as Cinemagram or Giffer. You will need a smart phone and an app. You can choose an app. and find out more at www.pocket--lint.com/news/129760--how--to--make--animated--gifs--directly--from--your--smartphone About the artists Jo Law works with divergent media and materials to develop a cartographic aesthetics of experience. She has a wonderful breadth of practice that spans moving images, drawings, animation, kinetics, and electronics.
